October 31, 2012
Molycorp, Inc.
Corporate Headquarters
5619 DTC Parkway
Suite 1000
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
ATTN: Mark A. Smith, P.E. (President and Chief Executive Officer)
Dear Mr. Smith:
The U.S. Magnetic Materials Association (USMMA) congratulates Molycorp, Inc. on its expanded
mining and mechanical concentration of rare earth minerals from the Mountain Pass mine. This is a
positive step in the reestablishment of a global supply chain.
While the completion of Project Phoenix will be a significant step in bringing additional supply of certain
rare earths to the commercial market, our Association remains concerned that these facilities, and those
associated with Molycorp Canada (formerly Neo Material Technologies, Inc.), will not be able to meet
the requirements of the defense industrial base and the Department of Defense (DOD).
Based on Molycorp Canada’s SEDAR filings from March 2012, approximately 81% of its workforce is in
China1, and you indicated in a recent article that Molycorp’s production of heavy rare earths for global
supply chains now occurs at these facilities.2 The Chinese government maintains a range of production
and export restrictions on these products, with some of these restrictions now under review by the World
Trade Organization.
The agencies responsible for a secure supply of strategic and critical materials to the defense industrial
base and the DOD monitor several benchmarks: (a) material availability, (b) industrial capability &
business-case assessment, and (c) geopolitical risk. As producers and prospective producers of rare earth
magnetic materials, we pose the questions below to better understand your ability to meet the demand of
the domestic rare earth magnet industry and broader national security requirements.
We would appreciate the courtesy of a reply so that our membership may better understand the prospects
for a complete, competitive, and secure supply of rare earth magnetic materials.
***
Molycorp has claimed that Mountain Pass has “commercially significant quantities”3, “significant
amounts”4, and “recoverable amounts”5 of heavy rare earths (REs). Yet, publicly available U.S.
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Geological Survey data and private sector assessments uniformly indicate that the Mountain Pass
resource contains very low percentages of heavy REs. What quantitative definition has Molycorp used
to make the above statements?
The USMMA has followed with interest
your statements concerning the heavy
RE content of Mountain Pass. In
looking specifically at the bastnäsite
resources, which contain most of
Mountain Pass’s REs, the U.S.
Geological Survey6 has noted that light
REs dominate the Mountain Pass ore
body (98.8%), and heavy REs are a
much smaller component (0.147%).
We believe this discrepancy may be
resolved if, as mentioned in a recent
article7, you contend that Molycorp’s
production of europium should be
considered as heavy RE production.
However, neither the pre-eminent RE
consultant Dudley Kingsnorth8 nor the
U.S. Geological Survey9 consider
europium a “heavy” RE. Instead, each
labels europium either a medium or
light RE.
Additionally, merely mining and
concentrating ore is distinct from
separating heavy REs from the light
Government suggests that the company

Appx. RE Oxide
Content from Phase I
Production (tonnes)
Lanthanum (La)
33.20%
6,324.6
Cerium (Ce)
49.30%
9,391.65
Praseodymium (Pr)
4.30%
819.15
Neodymium (Nd)
12.00%
2,286
98.8%
18,821.4
Light REs or “Ceric”
Samarium (Sm)
0.80%
152.4
Europium (Eu)
0.11%
20.955
Gadolinium (Gd)
0.18%
34.29
1.09%
207.645
Medium REs
Terbium (Tb)
0.016%
3.048
Dysprosium (Dy)
0.031%
5.9055
Holmium (Ho)
0
Erbium (Er)
0
Thulium (Th)
0
Ytterbium (Yb)
0
Lutetium (Lu)
0
Yttrium (Y)
0.10%
19.05
28.0035
Heavy REs or “Yttric” 0.147%
Scandium (Sc)
0
REs, and past correspondence from Molycorp to the U.S.
has no intention, or possibly no capability, to separate certain
Lanthanide

Weight
%
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heavy REs at Mountain Pass at this time.10 Therefore, even if these materials are in the ground, albeit at
very low percentages, will Molycorp be able to integrate them into a secure domestic supply chain?
As shown on the previous page11, yttrium occurs at an order of magnitude greater than the other, more
critical heavy REs, dysprosium and terbium. In Molycorp correspondence with the Department of
Energy12, company staff stated that Molycorp does not intend to produce any yttrium in Phase I or Phase
II of Project Phoenix. Is this still accurate?
Similarly, Molycorp engineers also told the Environmental Protection Agency 13 that “yttrium was never
produced at Mountain Pass, but it was purchased to combine with the europium to make co-precipitates.”
Though there may be approximately 28 tonnes RE oxide equivalent of heavy REs in the Phase I
production of Mountain Pass, can the U.S. or European facilities of Molycorp actually manufacture these
heavy RE oxides?
Molycorp has also indicated that it will utilize co-cracking of monazite ore at Mountain Pass to boost the
potential output of heavy REs. Though monazite usually contains higher levels of heavy REs than
bastnäsite, it is also more radioactive, partly due to higher levels of thorium. Most recent U.S. Geological
Survey data focuses on the bastnäsite content only, and legacy data from the 1950s suggests that the
Mountain Pass thorium content ranges between 0.02% ThO2 and 6% ThO2.14 However, the drilling and
mining plan for Phase I and Phase II of Project Phoenix likely render much of this data obsolete, and, to
the best of our knowledge, no other data has been publicly released. Does Molycorp intend to undertake
or release an investment-grade resource assessment for the monazite content in the Molycorp’s tailings or
provide updated information for Mountain Pass’s monazite ore to allay public concern?
Molycorp has stated its intent to deploy high-purity heavy RE separation operations outside of China in
2013/2014.15 Molycorp notes this technology will be deployed where there is an appropriate business
case.16 What factors affect this business case analysis, and how does Molycorp anticipate justifying the
relocation of production from the area of 84% global RE demand to a market dominated by light RE
product consumption?17
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Molycorp cited its acquisition of Molycorp Canada and its Chinese production capabilities as a successful
method to secure a significant technological edge over its competition, including Chinese companies.
However, an even greater advantage noted at the TREM12 conference and in earlier presentations to
shareholders was Molycorp Canada’s access to the largest and fastest growing RE market, China18. How
does Molycorp intend to overcome the strong business case, succinctly described below by you, in
redeploying heavy RE processing to the United States?
“Here are the facts to keep in mind. 70% of the market for rare earth products is in China today. I think we would all
like it more if end-product manufacturers that use rare earth materials were in the U.S. or other countries, but after
decades of attrition, it just isn’t really the case anymore. It’s not reality. Molycorp is already very well connected
with the 30% of the market outside of China.”19

On a related note, the entire rare earth industry is concerned about prices that have fallen, on average,
50% from August 2011. Those REs which compose over 80% of Mountain Pass’s ore body have
plummeted by over 80%, and a basic understanding of supply and demand indicates that additional
production may push prices for the more plentiful light REs downwards further.20 As Molycorp has
already absorbed considerable debt and issued new equity to finance the acquisition of Molycorp Canada,
is Molycorp in a position to initiate a potentially multi-million dollar “Phase III” of Mountain Pass,
having barely completed Phases I and II?

La Oxide (FOB-99%)
Ce Oxide (FOB-99%)
Pr Oxide (FOB-99%)
Nd Oxide (FOB-99%)

$
$
$
$

7-20-2010
($/kg)
8.40
7.44
34.25
36.25

Sm Oxide (FOB-99%)
Eu Oxide (FOB-99.9%)
Gd Oxide (FOB-99%)

$
$
$

4.50
530.00
10.35

$
$
$

128.50
5,070.00
202.50

$
$
$

67.50
2,010.00
102.50

-47.47%
-60.24%
-49.38%

Tb Oxide (FOB-99%)
Dy Oxide (FOB-99%)

$
$

515.00
265.00

$
$

4,210.00
2,290.00

$
$

1,900.00
1,010.00

-54.87%
-52.95%

RE Oxides

$
$
$
$

8-25-2011
($/kg)
130.00
120.00
248.50
337.50

$
$
$
$

6-21-2012
($/kg)
19.00
23.50
115.00
115.00

Δ 2011 to 2012
-85.38%
-80.42%
-53.72%
-65.71%

As is noted in your article entitled “Heavy Rare Earth Rhetoric,” the heavy RE separation facilities of
Molycorp Canada are located in the People’s Republic of China. Given the geopolitical sensitivity
surrounding REs and other industrial minerals (see the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands incidents of 2010 and
2012), has the Company conducted and will it discuss the results of any investigation into the practical
portability of this heavy RE technology to another country?
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There are relatively few university-level courses which address RE metallurgy and associated fields. As
such, there are many RE companies who have a handful of older employees with decades of experience
and a group of younger employees with only a few years’ experience — without much in between. We
believe this human resource challenge is at the heart of redeploying the heavy RE separations technology
to the United States. This challenge perhaps is best quantified by a break-down of the permanent
employee base for Molycorp: 51% China, 23% Estonia, 16% USA21, 22, 23. With this in mind, how does
Molycorp intend on locating and retaining adequately-experienced personnel to initiate and sustain a
heavy RE separation plant in the United States?
MCP-NEM Employees

EU, 10, 1% Japan, 9, 0%
Canada, 76, 3%

Silmet (EstoniaMCP), 558, 23%

Beijing (China), 10,
0%
JAMR (China), 450,
18%

Tolleson (USAMCP), 159, 6%
Mtn. Pass (USAMCP), 203, 8%
USA (Neo), 44, 2%
Thailand, 120, 5%

Barbados, 3, 0%
Korea, 8, 0%

Singapore, 27, 1%

MQTJ (China), 447,
18%
ZAMR (China), 366,
15%

Personnel issues aside, RE mining and separation is highly capital-intensive, and heavy RE separation
requires even greater levels of investment. Taking into account the debt obligations incurred by Molycorp
during Project Phoenix and the acquisition of Molycorp Canada, does Molycorp believe that it will be
21
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able to generate sufficient earnings from Phase I and Phase II of Project Phoenix to sustain any new
obligations for heavy RE separation at a U.S. facility from the bench scale, through to a pilot plant and
full-rate production?
Finally and as noted in the introduction to this letter, the Chinese government has implemented industry
controls on RE materials, such as production quotas and stockpiling, and a range of export controls,
including quotas, value-added taxes, and licensing requirements.24 This has effectively created a twotiered pricing structure for REs in the global market, where cheaper prices within China’s borders have
encouraged companies to relocate or expand operations there.25 The Chinese government has also
manipulated export controls for REs and other products to coerce U.S. allies around the globe.26
Considering the great efforts undertaken by the Chinese government to attract high value-added
manufacturing to China and the history of retaliatory action by government officials, has Molycorp
weighed the political risk with technology transfer from China to the United States?
***

The U.S. Magnetic Materials Association has been advocating on behalf of the rare earth and magnetics
supply chain of the United States and its allies since 2007. Our paramount concern remains the creation
and maintenance of a reliable and predictable supply to the United States of those materials critical to
national security. In part due to efforts by the Association, the DOD is in the midst of setting risk
mitigation plans for several heavy rare earths27, and the House of Representatives has also expressed its
desire that any heavy rare earths retrieved from U.S. Government property not be shipped to non-U.S.
allies for processing.28
Molycorp has an important role in the development of a secure supply chain for many rare earth products
in the defense industrial base, but given the gravity of this collective responsibility, it is essential that
actual business plans and operations, not rhetoric alone, match the needs of the Department.
We appreciate your consideration of this letter and look forward to your written reply.
Sincerely,

Ed Richardson
President, United States Magnetic Materials Association
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